Parametric curved shape surface schemes interpolating vertices and normals of a given triangular mesh with arbitrary topology are widely used in computer graphics for gaming and real-time rendering due to their ability of effectively represent any surface of arbitrary genus. During the last ten years a large body of work has been devoted to the definition of local parametric schemes able to ensure an increasing realism of the rendered surfaces. In this context, continuous curved shape surface schemes using only the information about the triangle corresponding to the patch under construction, emerged as attractive solution responding to the requirements of resource-limited hardware environments. Aim of this talk is to provide a unifying comparison of the local parametric C 0 curved shape schemes we are aware of, based on a reformulation of their original constructions in terms of polynomial Bézier triangles. This reformulation allows us to obtain a geometric interpretation of all the considered schemes and to clearly identify their strengths and shortcomings. Additionally, the schemes are compared by looking at their reproduction capabilities of analytic surfaces like a torus or a sphere, and from a computational point of view. Finally, we tested all the considered schemes by using different surface interrogation methods when applied to arbitrary triangle meshes with a low triangle count, like it actually occurs in their real-world use. The results obtained from these comparisons lay the foundations for the development of a new proposal of local parametric C 0 Bézier interpolant for triangular meshes aimed at overcoming the identified shortcomings of the existing schemes.
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